
BSA 2022 STRIKER/GOALKEEPER CAMP 
 

Ages: Players born in year 2014 thru 2008 

Dates:  Monday, July 11 – Thursday, July 14 

Time: 9:00am-10:15am  

Where:  BSA Soccer Complex 

Cost: $100 

The Striker and Goalkeeper camp is an intense four days of specialized training for 
players looking to improve dramatically at their position. You do not have to be a Striker 
to attend. Every player should have the desire to get better with the ball at their feet 
around the goal. We work on 1v1 situations that players can use everywhere on the 
field. Pairing strikers and goalkeepers together in the same camp environment enables 
each player to receive the correct amount of challenging repetitions needed around the 
goal to become more comfortable handling crucial plays successfully. 

STRIKERS will be put through a challenging curriculum dedicated to the art of creating 
and scoring goals. This camp is a great opportunity for players to improve their 
technique, offensive skills in the attacking third, passing, dribbling, shooting, and scoring 
from crosses, volleys, and headers. 

GOALKEEPERS will be put through a competitive program focused on shot stopping, 
saving crosses, proper footwork and decision making. Players will also learn to read the 
game through match situations. They will be given individual attention from select 
goalkeeper coaches chosen by BSA staff.  

Camp Directors: Richard Markham and Allison Sanyi 

Registration Deadline: June 27, 2022. 

Online Registration: Visit www.bsasoccer.org to complete registration. Register quickly to guarantee a 
spot! 

Inclement Weather Policy: Participants will be emailed by 8am if there are any weather issues. We 
will make every effort to reschedule, but we may not be able to do so. Refund requests must be in 
writing prior to June 27, 2022. Refund request are subject to a $10 cancellation fee. No refunds after 
June 27, 2022. 

What to bring: Players need to wear shin guards and cleat and bring a ball and water.  

For More Information: Contact Richard Markham at rainham1970@yahoo.com or 563-321-1962 or 
Allison Sanyi at Allison.sanyi@gmail.com or 563-349-9454. 

 


